THE CENSER
Virginia Beach, Virginia, USA
SEERSGATE SAYS:
I saw a great deal in this church way. I saw a spirit standing in the aisle near where I
was sitting. The spirit was the height of a natural human, but this spirit could not be
seen with natural vision. The spirit had a censer and moved it from side to side. He
stood there and waited. He waited for something to take place.
THE LORD SPEAKS THROUGH AN ANGEL:
What was he waiting for, servant? Could it be a natural way, being introduced through
a spiritual application? Can the spirit way enter the natural even while others think that
they bring an anointing without any spiritual help from My unseen servants?
Why do humans get caught up in themselves to think that a few songs will shift details
in every church sermon or in every worship setting? What about angels fighting
demons? What about prayers prayed up weeks earlier and now have a way to be
answered?
There is a great deal weighed in each service gathering. You saw this angel standing in
a human form—an unseen spirit holding a censer that weighed the spiritual atmosphere
in the church way. What was the outcome? Does anyone have any understanding that
unseen beings walk the church aisles each service just to hear the true hearts of the
people?
I have been with you since you first entered the wilderness. Now I will be able to share
greater details with you concerning how church structure is done in untold ways. You
also saw a large angel on stage with the guest speaker. Show what is truly placed in
your spirit to speak in that detail.
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SEERSGATE SAYS:
I saw one angel, large enough to become a major detail if he was revealed and natural
in presentation. One very large angel—I guestimate the angel stood twice the height of
the guest speaker. He stood a close distance to the pastor speaking. Could others look
and see him there?
I saw one angel but not an Angelic Guard. Why was that plan shown? How many
angels are in an Angelic Guard? Would there ever only be one? Would there be a
minimum?
THE LORD SPEAKS THROUGH AN ANGEL:
Yes, servant. There will always be a certain grouping of angels to make a guard that
would defend the one in office. Imagine the President of the nation that you currently
live in, only having one member of the Secret Service. Would one person truly be
enough to guard the nation’s leader, or would there have to be a group having different
dealings to serve and protect the servant in that given sphere of influence?
That guard was the church building’s guard. That one large angel has a moving task to
always protect what has been implanted in the territory of the building itself. That’s why
power and presence and glory can be tasted in church buildings: The very territory that
has the servant’s full ownership is marked off for Kingdom power use.
This way should show that any piece of territory can be placed under Kingdom rule to
reflect God’s nature in that area given. Similar ownership is given to any who would
give Satan rights to cross over into their bodies, into their homes. Power can be taken,
as noticed in the Book of Genesis. You have to see that power can also be reflected in
how that person governs the sphere given to rule over.
With the church that you visited, their way had an angel standing on the stage,
protecting what is given in that local way. But no Angelic Guard could be seen by you. A
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placement in the office is given based on many different reasons. How would one have
any way to know that the pastor is chosen for office-level work? Seeing an Angelic
Guard would be an easy way.
Would having an anointing be an easy way to note that “calling” upon that person? But
what if they were in a bubble just like you were, where it would not have a way to be
given for others to have a way to pick up your level of power given through delegated
authority?
Can you see how I must be sought on all? Not just humans moving to see what their
friends will say—that would have a way to be just as the blind leading a blind friend:
Both would end up lost and with their own opinion. Sometimes God lets it be this way,
so they will truly see that their Christian cliques have become a dangerous snare. Would
that person have a five-fold office? Or could he have a natural teaching gift based on
natural learning? Did you feel an anointing? Explain it.
SEERSGATE SAYS:
I longed to walk in and feel the weightiness of power in my powerful Great King. This
hunger level in my spirit is always there due to a continual release when dealing with
demons continually. There must be a deep way that can be tasted right as you walk
into that marked territory.
How can power and presence and anointing come out through the TV and the Internet?
I’ve learned that words can take shape and come out into the ways of natural dealings.
For example, He spoke to the fig tree and caused it to wither just with His spoken word
(Mark 11:12-25).
I longed for a taste of God in that service, but I have a way to note that every person
has a different spiritual drinking level. Hunger will not be the same filling in your person
versus who I am. Stomachs of natural shape will have a different size to fill, and so will
my spirit. I longed for a shift in that church way, where the Great Holy Spirit was
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acknowledged with a heart filled with fire, hungry for real engagement with the Great
King instead of the crowd.
I am still hungry.
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